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Matheson Collaborate
Introduction
The Matheson Digital Services Group is a new multi-disciplinary team comprised
of lawyers, AI software developers, legal solutions consultants and architects, legal
project managers, document automation specialists and business analysts to support
our lawyers in the delivery of legal services. Matheson Collaborate is our secure digital
workspace which we facilitate advanced matter management, secure file sharing,
manage tasks, automate workflows and to provide flexible and real time access for our
clients, their counsel, advisors and nominated third parties to relevant information on
legal matters, all through a secure online workspace.
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Matheson Collaborate

Secure File Sharing

Advanced Matter
Management

Virtual Dashboards

Enhanced security protocols enable
our clients to maintain control over
confidential, sensitive and privileged
documents. It allows our clients to
collaborate on matter information
and files securely and efficiently from
anywhere in the world, from any device,
at any time.

We design and implement bespoke
task management features that help
clients plan, organise, track and
allocate tasks more efficiently. Key
stakeholders are organised with tasks
that can be assigned to individuals
or groups, reviewed at a glance and
adjusted in real time to keep up with
the rapid pace of projects while also
having clear sight of the bigger picture.
This supports a lean agile approach to
legal project management to plan for
deadlines, set expectations and work
within a predefined budget.

Using specialist data visualisation
techniques, we create visual
dashboards so our clients can
view and access key information
on a project or matter. This helps
turn structured data into colourful,
engaging charts and graphs,
presenting complex information
and key business metrics in a
simple visual format.

Integrated AI and
Automated Workflows

Data Security

Mobile and Responsive

AI driven automated workflows
create operational efficiencies that
turn time consuming, repetitive tasks
into intelligently automated processes
which reduces the cost, effort and
risk associated with manual work.
This powerful feature has enabled our
clients to automate and streamline
legal service workflow, self-service
document assembly, contract reviews,
post-transaction reviews and many
other processes.

We understand that our clients’ data
is highly confidential, sensitive, and
sometimes privileged which requires
the highest level of data security
standards. Our Digital Services team
in conjunction with our Information
Security team rigorously test and
monitor Matheson Collaborate to
ensure client data is secure and
protected. All of our data centres
are GDPR compliant and located
within the EU.

Our deal management platform is a
touch friendly, responsive design that
enables our clients to securely access
files and information from any device
or location. Clients can easily view,
download or comment on files from
wherever their daily journey takes
them.

Our legal solutions consultants
can quickly provide a secure online
workspace giving our clients the ability
to upload files and other data and
share it instantly while maintaining
full control over user access,
reporting and auditing.
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For More Information
Please contact a member of the Digital Services Group at
digitalservices@matheson.com,
or your usual Matheson contact.
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